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Further Reading
thirty magazines is an independent, pop-up magazine
store that brings small press magazines from around the
world to Houston. The selections are mostly guided by what
founders Evan O’Neil and Tyler Swanner discovered during
their travels.
“When you consider the cost of print,” O’Neil says, “if
you’re going to print something, it has to be good. There
is some great, thoughtful work on online platforms;
but generally it is stuff that overstressed and underpaid
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The Outpost
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freelancers crank out with little to no lead time, and that’s the
general economy of the Internet. But there’s a substantively
large group of people proving work that conveys a unique
point of view in a well-researched and comprehensive
manner is worth spending effort and money on.”
The store is currently located at New Living on 19th
Street in the Heights. Brazos Bookstore will be carrying all
the selections.
They have recommended five titles from their selection:

Weapons of Reason

5

Jacobin

Beirut, Lebanon
latest issue: no. 06, summer 2015

London, UK
latest issue: megacities, 2015

New York, USA
latest issue: no. 20, winter 2016

The Outpost identifies, understands and
analyzes the conflicts, morals, energies, and
opportunities of a changing Arab world
and lays down possible futures. It aims to
ignite a socio-cultural renaissance in the
Arab world, and a deeper understanding
connection abroad, through inspiring its
readers to explore a world of possibilities.

Weapons of Reason’s mission is to turn
knowledge into action. Each issue is well
researched, with stunning illustrations
contributing to a deeper understanding
of complex issues and an idea of what
to do next. This issue focuses on megacities, and the environmental, economic,
and psychological impacts of modern
mega development.

Jacobin is a leading voice of the American
left, offering socialist perspectives on
politics, economics, and culture. Each issue
brings penetrating, lively discussions and
analyses of matters of real significance,
from a thoughtful left perspective that is
refreshing and all too rare.

CLOG
New York, USA
latest issue: landmark, 2015
Each issue of CLOG explores, from
multiple viewpoints, a single subject
particularly relevant to architecture now.
The Landmark issue discusses the process
of landmarking buildings now, raising
questions of how we decide what to let go
of and what to preserve.
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The Carton
Beirut, Lebanon
latest issue: no. 13, autumn/winter 2016
The Carton tells the story of Middle Eastern
culture through food. In many ways this
is the Lebanese counterpart to the Gulf
Coast’s Sugar & Rice. Through recognizing
the soft-power potential of food, we find
more alike than not with the people of a
region that is often misunderstood.

PHOTOS COURTESY THIRTY MAGAZINES
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Contact me with all your Real Estate needs.

Alex Webb, MRE
REALTOR® ASSOCIATE

713.630.0030
1114 Taft
Houston, Texas 77019
sarahbalinskas.com

713.851.7997
awebb@marthaturner.com

Heirloom Gold Leaf founder, master gilder and millwright
Rick Eddy joined our team in January 2015. Our services
now include custom gold leaf frame fabrication.
Sarah Balinskas Fine Framing is dedicated to providing
museum quality framing and display solutions for any
project, large or small, designed within your budget.
Visit our showroom and discover phenomenal framing.

BUILDING THE CORNERSTONES
OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Brockman Hall
for Physics

1011 MCGOWEN 713.650.MVSC (6872)
MONGOOSEVERSUSCOBRA.COM @BARMVSC

www.gilbaneco.com
BREAKFAST
BRUNCH
LUNCH
DINNER

2808 CAROLINE

WEIGHTS-MEASURES.COM
@wmhtx

open nightly 4pm–2am
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We seek to enhance the
quality of life within
our community.
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The Rice Design Alliance,
formed within the Rice School
of Architecture in 1972, is
dedicated to advancing
architecture, urban design,
and the built environment
in the Houston region through
educational programs, the
publication of Cite, and
programs to initiate physical
improvements.

